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a b s t r a c t

The antimicrobial properties of nitric oxide (NO●) have motivated the design of NO●-releasing materials
for the treatment and prevention of infection. The biological activity of NO● is dependent on its delivery
rate, suggesting that variable antimicrobial effects can result from identical NO● payloads dosed at
different rates. Using a kinetic model of the Escherichia coli NO● biochemical network, we investigated
the relationship between NO● delivery rate, payload, and cytotoxicity, as indicated by the duration of
respiratory inhibition. At low NO● payloads, the model predicted greater toxicity with rapid delivery,
while slower delivery was more effective at higher payloads. These predictions were confirmed
experimentally, and exhibited quantitative agreement with measured O2 and NO● concentrations, and
durations of respiratory inhibition. These results provide important information on key design
parameters in the formulation of NO●-based therapeutics, and highlight the utility of a model-based
approach for the analysis of dosing regimens.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. International Metabolic Engineering Society. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction

NO● is a highly reactive metabolite whose antimicrobial activity
has been harnessed by the immune system to neutralize pathogens
(Bogdan, 2001; Fang, 2004; Bowman et al., 2011; Robinson et al.,
2014). In recent years, numerous materials that enable controlled
release of NO● to infection sites, such as nanoparticles (A. Friedman
et al., 2011; A.J. Friedman et al., 2011), patches (Sulemankhil et al.,
2012), dendrimers (Sun et al., 2012), and topical creams (Ormerod et
al., 2011), have been synthesized, characterized, and shown to exhibit
efficacy in treating antibiotic-resistant infections (Schairer et al.,
2012; Jones et al., 2010). Two important design parameters of such
materials include the rate at which NO● is delivered, and the total
payload that can be administered. We recently discovered that the
utility of a major NO● detoxification system in Escherichia coli (Hmp;
NO● dioxygenase) (Gardner et al., 1998; Stevanin et al., 2000), and
thus the toxicity of NO●, depends highly on the NO● delivery rate
(Robinson and Brynildsen, 2013). This phenomenon suggests that
NO● payloads of the same total quantity but different delivery rates
can vary remarkably in their cytotoxicity toward bacteria.

Here, we used quantitative kinetic modeling to explore the
relationship between NO● delivery rate, total payload, and anti-
microbial activity as measured by the duration of respiratory
inhibition by NO●. The model predicted that a faster release of
NO● is more effective at low payloads, whereas the opposite holds
true at high payloads. These predictions were confirmed experi-
mentally by measuring NO● and O2 consumption in batch cultures
of E. coli following single or co-treatment with two NO● donors
with differing release kinetics. This work provides fundamental
knowledge on the dependence of NO● toxicity on delivery rate and
total dose, which is a relationship that could prove useful for
selection of NO● dosing regimens for antimicrobial therapy.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Kinetic modeling

Model simulations and analyses were performed in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Inc.). To simulate [NO●] and [O2] dynamics, we employed
a model of NO● stress that we previously developed (Robinson and
Brynildsen, 2013), and added a respiratory module that allowed
simulation of O2 consumption from the batch culture system.
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2.1.1. Incorporation of a respiratory module
Aerobic respiration was incorporated through the addition of

4 reactions (NADH dehydrogenases NDH-1 and NDH-2, and O2

consumption by cytochromes bo and bd-I), 14 kinetic parameters,
and 4 species (Table S1). The third E. coli cytochrome oxidase, bd-II,
was not included, as its activation is generally limited to condi-
tions of phosphate starvation, entry into stationary phase, or
anaerobiosis (Atlung and Brondsted, 1994; Dassa et al., 1991).
NADH dehydrogenase I (NDH-I) contains 9 iron-sulfur ([Fe–S])
clusters (two [2Fe–2S] and seven [4Fe–4S]) (Euro et al., 2008), and
therefore could potentially be inhibited by NO●, which is known to
react rapidly with [Fe–S] clusters (Gardner et al., 1997; Foster and
Cowan, 1999; Crack et al., 2011). This effect was addressed by
incorporating a term into the NDH-1 rate equation which scales
the reaction rate by the ratio of undamaged to total [Fe–S] clusters.
Of the respiratory kinetic parameters, 4 were found to be variable
within the literature, and only approximate concentrations of
NADH dehydrogenases I and II, ubiquinone-8, ubiquinol-8 and
cytochromes bo and bd were available. We therefore optimized
this set of 10 uncertain parameters with experimentally-measured
[O2] data from aerobic, exponential-phase E. coli cultivated in our
system in the absence of nitrosative stress (Table S2 and Fig. S1).

2.1.2. Simulation of NONOate co-administration
To simulate the simultaneous delivery of two NONOates with

different NO●-release kinetics, an additional NONOate species and
dissociation reaction were incorporated into the model.

2.2. Experimental measurements

2.2.1. Chemicals
The growth media used in all experiments was MOPS minimal

media (Teknova) with 10 mM glucose. DPTA NONOate, (Z)-1-[N-
(3-aminopropyl)-N-(3-ammoniopropyl)amino]diazen-1-ium-1,2-
diolate, and PAPA NONOate, (Z)-1-[N-(3-aminopropyl)-N-(n-pro-
pyl)amino]diazen-1-ium-1,2-diolate (Cayman Chemical), were dis-
solved in ice-cold 10 mM NaOH prior to use. Potassium cyanide
(KCN; Sigma Life Science) was dissolved in sterile, deionized H2O
at a concentration of 1 M.

2.2.2. Bacterial strains
All experiments in this study were performed with E. coli K-12

MG1655.

2.2.3. Bioreactor
A disposable batch bioreactor, identical to that described

previously (Robinson and Brynildsen, 2013), was used to facilitate
measurements with the NO● and O2 sensors. Briefly, the bioreactor
consisted of a sterile, 50 mL polypropylene conical tube (Falcons)
suspended in a magnetically-stirred water bath maintained at
37 1C. The 50 mL conical tube was open to the air, contained 10 mL
of culture, and was stirred with a 0.5 in. magnetic stir bar.

2.2.4. Detection of NO● and O2

The concentrations of NO● and O2 were measured continuously
(Z1 sample per second) in the bioreactor culture using a NO●

sensor (2 mm ISO-NOP, World Precision Instruments, Inc.) and an
O2 sensor (3 mm OXROB10 Oxygen Probe with FireStingO2 meter,
PyroScience GmbH), respectively. The sensors were suspended
approximately 3 mm below the culture liquid surface, and
clamped in place throughout the duration of the assay.

2.2.5. NO● stress assay
Bacterial growth and NO● treatment methods and conditions

were identical to those reported previously (Robinson and

Brynildsen, 2013), with two modifications to facilitate O2 mea-
surements: (1) cells were treated with NO● immediately after
resuspension in the bioreactor rather than allowing a �45 min
adjustment period before treatment, to ensure greater consistency
among initial [O2]; (2) the cells were delivered to a final OD600 of
0.1 rather than 0.05, to amplify [O2] changes caused by cellular
processes, and thus improve their detection. For the KCN-treated
O2 consumption assay (Fig. S2), 1 mM KCN was delivered to the
cells during resuspension, and to the 10 mL of fresh media in the
bioreactor prior to inoculation.

2.2.6. Measurement of extracellular parameters
Kinetic parameters associated with extracellular processes

specific to the experimental system were determined from [O2]
and [NO●] measurements in cell-free growth media (Table S3), as
described previously (Robinson and Brynildsen, 2013). Briefly, the
volumetric mass transfer coefficient of O2 (kLaO2) was calculated
from the [O2] curve following media degassing with N2. The NO●

volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLaNOd ), autoxidation rate
constant kNOd–O2

� �
, and dissociation rate of DPTA (kNONOate,DPTA),

were optimized to fit the [NO●] curve and final (12 h) NO2
�

concentration resulting from the addition of 500 μM DPTA to
cell-free media (Fig. S3). The dissociation rate of PAPA (kNONOate,
PAPA) was also determined, using an [NO●] curve measured
following the treatment of cell-free media with 500 μM PAPA
(Fig. S3).

2.3. Parametric analysis and optimization

2.3.1. Optimization of uncertain cellular parameters
Uncertain parameters were defined as those whose value

varied widely in the literature, or were unavailable. Given the
difference in NO● treatment protocol from our previous study
(Robinson and Brynildsen, 2013) (dosing immediately after resus-
pension into the bioreactor, rather than allowing a pre-growth
period), as well as the inclusion of the new respiratory module and
an additional dataset ([O2] curve), 37 uncertain cellular para-
meters were optimized to simultaneously capture the [NO●] and
[O2] dynamics of an aerobic, exponential-phase E. coli culture
treated with 500 μM DPTA (Table S4). The optimization procedure
was identical to the previous approach except that [O2] data was
included and optimized simultaneously with the [NO●] curve. The
set of parameter values yielding the minimum sum of the squared
residuals (SSR) between experimental and simulated [NO●] and
[O2] curves were selected as the optimal set.

2.3.2. Parametric analysis
Parametric analyses were conducted to determine which para-

meters were informed from the optimization of the respiratory
module with untreated O2 consumption data (Table S2), and
optimization of the cellular parameters with the 500 μM DPTA
[NO●] and [O2] curves (Table S4). Parameters were individually
varied within their literature or physiological ranges, and the
resulting effect on SSR between simulated and measured concen-
trations was calculated. Those exhibiting at least a 5% change in
SSR were considered to be informed as a result of the
optimization.

3. Results

Given the importance of NO● delivery kinetics on the distribu-
tion of NO● in E. coli (Robinson and Brynildsen, 2013), we used a
quantitative kinetic model to explore the relationship between
NO● delivery rate and antimicrobial efficacy, and examined how
this relationship is affected by total NO● payload. One of the key
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antimicrobial properties of NO● is its potent inhibition of respira-
tion through reversible binding with the cytochrome terminal
oxidases. The importance of this effect is emphasized by the E. coli
transcriptional response to NO●, where cytochrome bd, which has
been found to confer resistance to NO● due to its higher NO� off-
rate (Mason et al., 2009), is strongly upregulated following NO●

treatment (Hyduke et al., 2007; Pullan et al., 2007). Therefore,
duration of respiratory inhibition was used here as a metric of the
antimicrobial activity of NO●. In order to quantify the activity of
cellular respiration, the model required augmentation with a
respiratory module to simulate respiration-mediated O2

consumption.

3.1. Simulation of aerobic respiration

Respiration was incorporated into an existing kinetic model of
NO● stress in E. coli (Robinson and Brynildsen, 2013) through the
addition of NADH dehydrogenases and cytochrome-mediated
reduction of O2 (Table S1). Although the previous model included
reversible binding of cytochromes bo and bd with NO●, it did not
include rate expressions necessary to quantify the impact of
respiration on O2 consumption. O2 reduction (coupled with
ubiquinol oxidation) was added for both cytochromes, and the
NADH dehydrogenases (NDH-1 and NDH-2) were incorporated to
reduce the quinone pool through NADH oxidation (see Section
2.1.1). A set of 10 uncertain respiratory kinetic parameters and
species concentrations were optimized to reproduce the [O2] curve
measured in a culture of aerobic, exponential-phase E. coli in our
experimental system (Fig. S1). A parametric analysis of the
optimized respiratory parameters revealed that all 10 parameters

substantially influenced the error between the measured and
simulated [O2] curve (45% increase in SSR), and thus were
considered informed by the optimization process. In addition, O2

consumption was also measured in a culture treated with 1 mM
KCN to inhibit respiration. In the presence of KCN, negligible O2

consumption was observed, confirming that respiration was
responsible for the measured consumption of O2 (Fig. S2).

3.2. Respiration of NO●-treated E. coli

After implementing the respiratory component into the model,
we sought to explore the relationship between NO● delivery rate,
total NO● delivered, and antimicrobial activity. In order to inves-
tigate this relationship, it was necessary to train the model on
experimental data obtained from a single condition and use it to
extrapolate to other dosing scenarios. Uncertain cellular para-
meters (37) were trained on [NO●] and [O2] curves measured in a
culture of aerobic, exponential-phase E. coli treated with 500 μM
DPTA (Table S4), and the resulting optimized model simulations
exhibited excellent agreement with measurements (Fig. 1A and B).
A parametric analysis was conducted to investigate which para-
meters were informed by the optimization, and revealed that 14 of
the optimized parameters significantly influenced the SSR
between the measured and simulated [NO●] and [O2] curves.
These parameters were involved in Hmp activity (kHmp;NOd�on)
and expression (kHmp-exp,max, KHmp�exp;NOd ), O2-mediated inactiva-
tion of NorV (kNorV�O2 ), as well as [Fe–S] cluster concentration
([P2Fe2S(holo)]0, [P4Fe4S(holo)]0), damage (kNOd � Fe�S½ �), and repair
(kDNIC-rem, kIscU-load-Fe, KIscU-load-S,IscU, kIscU-2Fe2S-insert,cat, kIscU-4Fe4S-
insert, [IscU]0, [IscS]0). It is important to note that [Fe–S]

Fig. 1. Measured and optimized [NO●] and [O2] dynamics. Shown are the (A) [NO●] curves and (B) [O2] curves measured experimentally (solid lines) and simulated by the
optimized model (dashed lines) for an aerobic culture of E. coli treated with 500 μM DPTA at time zero. Measured concentration curves are the mean of 3 independent
experiments, where light blue (NO●) or light red (O2) error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The corresponding predicted distributions of cumulative (C) NO●

and (D) O2 consumption are shown for the major consumption pathways, which account for over 99% of the total NO● or O2 consumption in the first hour after treatment.
“Hmp” indicates consumption by Hmp-mediated NO● detoxification, “Gas” is NO● lost to the gas phase, “Autoxidation” is autoxidation of NO● with O2 in the media, and
“Respiration” is total O2 consumed by cytochrome oxidase (bo and bd) activity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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nitrosylation and repair kinetics are specific to the surrounding
protein environment (Varghese et al., 2003; Crack et al., 2012), and
the parameter values obtained here were informed specifically for
NDH-1 activity, and therefore do not necessarily reflect the
dynamics of [Fe–S] clusters contained in other proteins. Of the
14 parameters, only the first 4 (Hmp- and NorV-related para-
meters) had a significant impact on both the simulated [NO●] and
[O2] curves, while the remaining 10 [Fe–S] cluster-related para-
meters influenced only the [O2] curve.

In order to better understand the pathways contributing to the
simulated dynamics, the associated distributions of NO● and O2

consumption were calculated. The predicted contributions by the
major pathways are shown in Fig. 1C and D. The NO● consumption
is initially predicted to be dominated by autoxidation in the media
and loss to the gas phase, while Hmp accounts for the majority of
NO● clearance at later times. Because Hmp uses O2 to detoxify NO●

to NO3
� (Gardner et al., 2000), it is also predicted to account for a

substantial portion of the cellular O2 consumption (Fig. 1D).
However, after the [NO●] drops and cytochrome inhibition is
relieved, the contribution of respiration to O2 consumption begins
to approach that of Hmp, and overtakes it by 1.5 h. The impact of
the respiratory component on the predicted [O2] curve is further
illustrated in Fig. S4, which shows poor agreement with the
experimental [O2] data when the respiratory component is
excluded.

3.3. Evaluation of delivery regimens

3.3.1. Simulated delivery regimens
Once accurate model performance had been confirmed, we

sought to examine the dynamics of various delivery regimens. We
used the model to simulate delivery of NO● to a culture of E. coli
via co-administration of two NONOates with different NO● release
rates, DPTA (slower release, kNONOate,DPTA¼8.24�10�5 s�1) and
PAPA (faster release, kNONOate,PAPA¼7.35�10�4 s�1) (see Section
2.2.6 for details regarding NONOate release rate measurements).
The fraction of delivered NONOate comprised of DPTA (xDPTA) was
varied from 0 to 1 (with a balance of PAPA), while total NONOate
concentrations were varied from 100 μM to 1500 μM. The scan
was conducted by varying only initial DPTA and PAPA concentra-
tions for each condition – all other parameters were fixed. Relief of
NO●-mediated respiration inhibition was used as the biological
indicator of bacterial recovery from NO● stress, and was defined as

the time (trec) at which the concentration of NO●-bound cyto-
chromes (bo and bd) dropped below 50% of the total cytochrome
concentration, which also coincided with an abrupt slope change
in both the [O2] and [NO●] curves (Fig. 2A and B).

The simulations revealed a monotonic change in trec with
respect to [NONOate], and to xDPTA (Fig. 2C). Interestingly, it was
predicted that administration of only DPTA (xDPTA¼1) would yield
the optimal inhibitory effect at higher payloads (2.23 h for
1500 μM DPTA compared to 1.24 h for 1500 μM PAPA), while the
opposite held true at low payloads (0.15 h for 100 μM DPTA
compared to 0.46 h for 100 μM PAPA).

3.3.2. Experimental validation of simulated delivery regimens
To validate the model predictions experimentally, cultures of E.

coli were treated with 3 different total NONOate concentrations
([NONOate]¼100, 500, and 1500 μM) and 3 different fractions of
DPTA (xDPTA¼0, 0.5, and 1), for a total of 9 combinations that
spanned the bounds of the simulations. [NO●] and [O2] were
measured continuously, and compared with the predicted con-
centration profiles. Overall, the model simulations accurately
captured both the [NO●] and [O2] dynamics for all 9 conditions
(Fig. 3). Predictions at 500 and 100 μM [NONOate] were in
excellent agreement with measurements for both [NO●] and [O2]
curves, though the model overestimated the [NO●] peak value for
the 100 μM DPTA condition. A potential cause could be a low but
nonzero initial concentration of Hmp (assumed to be zero in the
model (Stevanin et al., 2000; Poole et al., 1996)) present in the cells
prior to NO● treatment, which would be able to quickly eliminate
low concentrations of slowly-released NO●, but impart a negligible
effect on the [NO●] curves at higher NONOate concentrations and
release rates. The measured [NO●] and [O2] dynamics were also in
good agreement with predictions at higher [NONOate] (1500 μM),
though the quantitative differences were more pronounced in
some cases relative to those of lower [NONOate].

To identify trec from experimental data, the [O2] and [NO●]
curves were inspected for a simultaneous abrupt slope change,
analogous to that observed in the simulated concentration curves
at the point of respiratory relief (Fig. 2A and B). Given the
reactivity of NO● with [Fe–S] clusters, enzymes beyond NDH-1
and the cytochrome terminal oxidases were likely inhibited by
NO●. To exclude the possibility that such enzymes could consume
O2 at a rate fast enough to drop the culture-wide [O2], we
measured [O2] in respiratory-inhibited (KCN-treated) cultures. As

Fig. 2. Simulations of NO● dosing regimens. Predicted (A) [NO●] and [O2] curves, and (B) fraction of total cytochromes (CYT) inhibited (bound with NO●) are shown for the
treatment of E. coli with 500 μM DPTA. The dotted horizontal line in (B) indicates 50% cytochrome inhibition by NO●, with the vertical dashed line indicating the time at
which inhibition drops below 50%, which is defined as the time of respiration recovery (trec). The vertical dashed line extends into (A) to highlight the simultaneous abrupt
slope change in the predicted [O2] and [NO●] curves that coincides with trec. (C) A surface plot shows the predicted trec values as a function of total NO● payload ([NONOate])
and fraction of [NONOate] comprised of DPTA (xDPTA) for simulations ranging from 100 μM to 1500 μM [NONOate], and 0 to 1 xDPTA.
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depicted in Fig. S2, respiratory-inhibited cultures exhibited negli-
gible O2 consumption, demonstrating that enzymatic activities
beyond respiration do not consume O2 at a sufficient rate to
produce an abrupt decline in culture-wide [O2]. This data confirms
that relief of respiration was responsible for the observed increase
in O2 consumption that coincided with NO● clearance. We note
that [O2] measurements from KCN-treated cultures were per-
formed in the absence of NO●, because KCN also inhibits Hmp
(Stevanin et al., 2000), thereby precluding its use for specific
elimination of respiratory contributions to O2 consumption in the
presence of NO●.

The experimentally-measured recovery times (trec) confirmed
the model prediction that DPTA (slower NO● release rate) would
exhibit greater cytotoxicity at higher NONOate concentrations,
while PAPA (faster NO● release rate) would exhibit a stronger
effect at lower concentrations, with little difference between the
two at 500 μM (Fig. 4). Not only did the model successfully capture
the trends for each condition, but the predicted trec values
exhibited excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental
measurements.

4. Discussion

Using a quantitative kinetic model, we investigated the rela-
tionship between NO● delivery rate to an E. coli culture, total NO●

payload, and antimicrobial activity (defined as duration of respira-
tory inhibition). The model predicted that the antimicrobial
activity of different payloads was dependent on the dosing
kinetics, and we confirmed this phenomenon experimentally.
These results may have important ramifications for materials
designed to deliver NO● to infection sites. NO●-releasing

nanoparticles, which have already been shown to exhibit anti-
microbial activity against a diversity of clinically-relevant patho-
gens (e.g., methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) (Han
et al., 2009), multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii (Mihu et
al., 2010), Pseudomonas aeruginosa, E. coli, and Streptococcus
pyogenes (A. Friedman et al., 2011)), provide a tunable delivery
vehicle that allows modulation of total NO● payload and NO●

release rate (Friedman et al., 2008). Similarly, enzymatic NO●-
releasing dressings, which have been proven effective in treating
MRSA, P. aeruginosa, and A. baumannii biofilms (Sulemankhil et al.,
2012), can be formulated with variable NO● payloads and release
rates. These and other NO●-releasing materials, which have shown
potential in animal studies (Han et al., 2009; Martinez et al., 2009;
Nablo et al., 2005) and pilot studies with human subjects
(Ormerod et al., 2011; Phillips et al., 2004), would benefit from a
quantitative understanding of how two relevant and readily-
tunable design parameters influence treatment efficacy.

In addition to delivery kinetics and payload, numerous other
parameters, such as donor type (e.g., S-nitrosothiols, acidified
nitrite), O2 tension, pH, bacterial species, hydrophobicity, and
presence of other radicals, influence the kinetic competition for
NO● in biological systems (Bowman et al., 2011; Robinson et al.,
2014; Toledo Jr. and Augusto, 2012; Jarboe et al., 2008). NO● is also
a potent signaling molecule in mammalian systems that could
alter the host environment surrounding pathogens, and thereby
impact NO● detoxification (Toledo Jr. and Augusto 2012; Nathan,
1992). Given this complexity, quantitative models are useful to
understand and predict how environmental and cellular para-
meters influence cytotoxicity (Robinson et al., 2014). The structure
and content of the model used here are readily modified (e.g.,
parameter adjustment, reaction addition/removal, or change in
compartmentalization) to represent a target condition, such as an

Fig. 3. [NO●] and [O2] dynamics at various dosing regimens. Simulated (dashed lines) and measured (solid lines) [NO●] curves (top row) and [O2] curves (bottom row) are
shown following treatment of E. coli cultures with 100% DPTA (A and B), 50% DPTAþ50% PAPA (C and D), or 100% PAPA (E and F) at total NONOate concentrations of 100 μM
(green lines), 500 μM (blue lines), or 1500 μM (red lines). Measured concentrations are the mean of 3 independent experiments, with light green, light blue, or light red error
bars representing the standard error of the mean. [NO●] is not reported above 40 μM, because per the manufacturer's specifications, the probe does not accurately quantify
[NO●]440 μM. Nonzero “tails” at the end of [NO●] curves are an artifact of delayed electrode responses associated with returning the signal to baseline after prolonged
exposure to high [NO●]. The [O2] curves are shown up to 10 min following respiration recovery (trec), as growth resumes and is not accounted for in the model. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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O2-rich dermal surface or a particular pathogenic subspecies. The
quantitative knowledge of NO● cytotoxicity offered by these
models could prove useful in enhancing the potency of NO●-based
therapeutics for the treatment of bacterial infections.
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